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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Veganism is the practice of abstaining from the use of animal products, particularly in diet. As such, 
when it comes to vegans and their diet, they exclude meats, eggs, dairy products, and all other animal-
derived ingredients. As of 2017, only 0.5% of the USA population was vegan. With the majority of the 
US focused on diets that include animal products, traveling and eating out as a vegan is a challenge.
Speaking to vegans who live around the Los Angeles area, an area that is considered dense with 
vegan restaurant options, locals still feel that finding a dine-out location that satisfies their diet and 
accommodates to their friends and families is still extremely difficult. Pre-planning is a must as the 
option to decide spontaneous does not exist. Research with Google and Yelp must be done every time 
a new restaurant is desired. 



The objective of this project is to create a mobile app solution that allows vegans to find dine-out 
locations quickly and easily. The app will have clear divisions between regular dining options as well as 
vegan dining options, while also showing dining options that with small adjustments are vegan friendly. 
Anyone can use this app to find restaurants nearby and easily see what options may be of interest 
to them. This removes the headache, stress, and anxiety for vegans who are constantly researching 
countless locations trying to find a restaurant that stays true to their diet restrictions and/or satisfies 
their friends and family.

PROPOSED SOLUTION



RESEARCH PLAN

RESEARCH GOALS
How do vegans find where to eat when they are traveling?

TARGET AUDIENCE
Vegans who are traveling/out on the road/not in a familiar place.



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

POSITIVES
• Lists both vegan and non-vegan restaurants

• Easy to use UI

NEGATIVES
• Doesn’t have a separate vegan menu to view

• Doesn’t list all vegan restaurants

POSITIVES
• Expansive list of vegan restaurants

• UI isn’t too easy to use; a lot going on

NEGATIVES
• Only lists vegan restaurants, no regular restaurants

• Doesn’t have both a regular and vegan menu to view



PERSONA



Mojay M.

Mojay is a graphic designer at 
an advertising agency. She lives 
with her boyfriend. She likes to 
travel a lot and goes on trips with 
her family and also her boyfriend. 
Other hobbies include hiking and 
going to the gym. She wakes up 
every morning at 5:00 AM to gym 
and sleeps at 9:00 or 10:00 PM. 
She cooks her own vegan meals 
and enjoys experiencing with new 
vegan recipes. When traveling, she 
tries to stay loyal to being vegan 
and tries to eat at restaurants with 
vegan options.

26  |  Lives in Los Angeles, CA  |  BA from UCSD

STORIES / SCENARIOS / FRUSTRATIONS

• Uses Yelp currently to find vegan food
• When traveling overseas, uses Google to find vegan restaurants
• Wants to stay vegan while traveling, but also want non-vegan options for family or boyfriend
• When staying local and finding a restaurant with friends, she doesn’t like it when her friends try to 

accomadate to her special dietary needs because she doesn’t want to be viewed as difficult
• The process for her to find a restaurant to satisify everyone’s needs is sometimes difficult

GOALS / NEEDS

• Being able to easily access vegan food while traveling
• Wants her boyfriend to have his non-vegan food, while she can still have her vegan food while traveling
• Being able to choose a place that satisfies everyone’s needs when going out with friends
• Wishes there was an easier way to find restaurants that aren’t fully vegan, but serves both vegan and 

non-vegan food

MY DREAM SCENARIO IS TO FIND NOT ONLY VEGAN 
RESTAURANTS, BUT RESTAURANTS WITH VEGAN 
OPTIONS AND THE MENUS WERE EASILY ACCESSIBLE.

“
”



USER FLOW

Yes

No

Uses vegan app

Hungry while traveling

Browses through restaurants 
and menus

Discuss with friends

Picks a place

Goes to restaurant

Knows a 
place to eat?



PAPER PROTOTYPE



WIREFRAMES



USER TESTING

GOALS

In order to test the app, I had some people test it through an InVision prototype. 
I wanted to see what was working well and what wasn’t working.

KEY FINDINGS

I was told that the app was simple, clean and organized. It was visually asthetic 
to the eye. The colors were well chosen and not overwhelming. All the functions 
of the buttons were working except for the back home button. I had to go in 
and fix that after. I was also told there wasn’t a splash page so I went ahead and 
added that as well.







PROTOTYPE

https://invis.io/BRR6PBTWQA4


